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NEW QUESTION: 1
CORRECT TEXT
Answer:
Explanation:
Steps are in Explanation below:
Explanation:
First, enable the Gig 0/0 and Gig 0/1 interfaces:
Second, create the pair under the "interface pairs" taB.
Then, apply the HIGHRISK action rule to the newly created
interface pair:
Then apply the same for the MEDIUMRISK traffic (deny attacker
inline)
Finally. Log the packets for the LOWRICK event:
When done it should look like this:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option E
E. Option B
Answer: A,E
Explanation:
Explanation
Using a firewall is a must for networks of any size to protect
the internal network from outside threats and unauthorized
access. SSH traffic is encrypted while telnet is not, so it is
always recommended to use SSH.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Several OWA 2010 users report an inability to access Veritas
Enterprise Vault 12.3 archives from the OWA clients.
Which actions should the administrator perform first to ensure
accessibility of the archives for all users?
A. verify the Client Access Server (CAS) is included in
owausers.wsf and rerun the file on the Enterprise Vault server
B. verify the Enterprise Vault server is included in
EVServers.txt and rerun owauser.wsf on the Client Access Server
(CAS)
C. verify the users are included in owausers.wsf and rerun the
file on the Client Access Server (CAS)
D. verify the Client Access Server (CAS) is included in
ExchangeServers.txt and rerun owauser.wsf on the Enterprise
Vault server
Answer: D
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